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a b s t r a c t

A prediction model on a cleavage fracture initiation in ferrite–cementite steels is
presented. The model requires only information of microstructures without any adjustable
parameters. The model is characterized in a multiscale framework based on the Monte
Carlo method. A fracture process of three stages is assumed; (I) crack nucleation at cemen-
tite particle; (II) crack propagation into ferrite matrix; (III) crack propagation across grain
boundary. An active zone is divided into volume elements where microstructures are
assigned. Cleavage fracture is assumed to initiate at the time when all the fracture condi-
tions are simultaneously satisfied in any one of the volume elements.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There are a lot of researches attempting to predict the cleavage fracture initiation in steels. Although there is a strong
correlation between fracture toughness and microstructures in steels, quantitative relationship between fracture toughness
and microstructures has not been sufficiently clarified. It is crucial to establish a generalized model to quantitatively predict
the cleavage fracture initiation in order to not empirically but theoretically develop or improve the material design of steels.

It is widely known that the fracture appearance transition temperature in Charpy impact test linearly changes with recip-
rocal of the square root of grain size [1]. It is also known that the fracture toughness depends on the size of brittle phase such
as cementite [2]. Petch proposed an estimation model of transition temperature considering the sizes of ferrite grain and
cementite particle [3]. Following his study, Bingley examined the model for a wide range of ferrite pearlite steels [4].
These studies are based on the dislocation theory with an assumption of a non-equilibrium behavior of a crack in a cementite
particle. However, their models are too simple to achieve a sufficient accuracy for actual use. Particularly, the Bingley’s study
was not able to clarify the dependence of cementite particle size on fracture toughness. It has therefore been difficult to
quantitatively predict the fracture toughness based only on the information of microstructures.
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Nomenclature
a notch depth of specimen
b Burgers vector
c crack length at cementite particle
cc critical crack length at cementite particle
C fitting parameter (coincident with ph at cementite particle of unit thickness)
C0,m fitting parameters
d grain diameter
dave average grain diameter
D diameter of cleavage plane in Grain A formed after Stage II
E Young’s modulus
Ea Young’s modulus for ferrite phase (=210 GPa)
Eh Young’s modulus for cementite phase (=189 GPa)
f(t) distribution function to approximate distribution of cementite particle thickness
f0(t) lognormal distribution function
g(t) distribution function to approximate distribution of crack length at cementite particle
h(w) probability density function of w
k locking parameter in the Hall–Petch relationship (¼ 21 MPa

ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p

)
K stress intensity factor
n strain hardening exponent
nm unit normal vector of m-th {100}-plane in Grain A
N number of dislocation
ph probability of crack nucleation at cementite particle
R bounding radius of stress field
rE ratio of Young’s modulus (=Eh/Eai)
rp rotation factor (=0.4) in the CTOD estimation formula
rr ratio of the principal stresses (=rmin/rmax)
s length of slip plane
t cementite particle thickness (lm)
tmax maximum cementite particle thickness (lm)
T temperature (�C)
Vp plastic component of notch opening displacement
w weight function to calculate s and D
W width of specimen
Wc energy of crack
a strain hardening coefficient (=0.02)
caa effective surface energy for a cleavage crack to propagate across grain boundary
cha effective surface energy when a cementite crack propagates into ferrite (=10 J/m2)
d quasi-CTOD
dc critical quasi-CTOD
ep equivalent plastic strain
�ep equivalent plastic strain normalized by eY

eY yield strain (=rY/Ea)
m Poisson’s ratio
ma Poisson’s ratio for ferrite phase (=0.3)
mh Poisson’s ratio for cementite phase (=0.26)
r von Mises stress (MPa)
r applied stress tensor
r0 materials constant in the Hall–Petch relationship (=90 MPa)
�re component of �rh depending on elastic deformation
rFaa fracture stress of ferrite matrix in Stage III (MPa)
rFha fracture stress of ferrite matrix in Stage II (MPa)
�rp component of �rh depending on plastic deformation
rmax maximum principal stress (MPa)
�rmax maximum principal stress normalized by rY

rmin minimum principal stress (MPa)
rn maximum normal stress acting on three {100} planes in Grain A (MPa)
rY yield stress (MPa)
rY0 yield stress at room temperature (MPa)
rh internal maximum principal stress at cementite particle (MPa)
�rh internal maximum principal stress at cementite particle normalized by rY
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